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This paper is a study of a system modeling a biological community of species
with limited competition. The community consists of two competing subcommuni-
ties, all species of which cooperate, and some species of one subcommunity can
invade the steady state of another subcommunity, whereas others cannot. Sufficient
conditions are given that all species can coexist. For Lotka]Volterra systems we
can improve this result by showing that there is a unique, globally asymptotically
stable steady state. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the model of a biological community of species,
x s x f x , x , . . . , x , 1 F i F n , x G 0, S .  .Çi i i 1 2 n i
 .in which x represents the population density of the ith species and f xi i
represents the per capita growth rate of the ith species. Assume that the
 4species community can be divided into two groups, I s 1, . . . , k , J s
 4k q 1, . . . , n , 0 F k F n, satisfying the requirement that the species in
group I and J cooperate, and that species i and species j compete if i g I
and j g J. This kind of system is called a system with limited competition.
Mathematically, this situation can be described in terms of the Jacobian of
 .f s f , . . . , f in the following manner:1 n
A yBDf x s , 1.1 .  . /yC D
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where A and D have nonnegative off-diagonal elements and B G 0,
C G 0. It is assumed that f is a continuously differentiable function
defined on some open set containing the nonnegative orthant Rn .q
 4 q If L is a nonempty subset of N s 1, 2, . . . , n , then the set H s x gL
n 4  .R : x s 0, for p f L is an invariant set for S . The subsystemq p
x s x f x , l g L, x g Hq S .  .Çl l l L L
will play an important role in this paper.
w xIn 1 , Smith extended the theories for cooperative systems developed by
w x  .Hirsch 2, 3 to systems S and presented sufficient conditions for the
 .persistence of all species. His essential conditions are that S possesses aI
1 nyk  .positive steady state x that is unstable to R , and S possesses a0 q J
positive steady state x 2 that is unstable to Rk , that is x1 can be invaded0 q 0
by each species j g J and x 2 can be invaded by each species i g I. In0
 1 .mathematical language, this condition can be expressed as f x , 0 ) 0 forj 0
 2 .  .all j g J and f 0, x ) 0 for all i g I. This implies that f 0 ) 0 and thei 0
 . w xsystem S is nonobligate. But as mentioned by Smith 1, p. 870 , in the
 .  .general case where positive steady states of S and S exist, we mightI J
 .imagine that some of the species j g J can invade the steady state for SI
 .whereas others cannot, and similarly for the positive sready state for S .J
w xFew of results of Smith 1 apply to this situation. Therefore, Smith's
w xresults in 1 cannot be applied to those systems like the following system:
x s diag x r q Mx , x g R4 , r g R4 , 1.2 .  .  .Ç q
where
y18 12 y1 y6 y6
12 y36 y1 y6 108M s and r s .y3 y1 y12 18 60 0  0y3 y1 6 y24 y6
 .In this example, the subsystem S has a unique positive steady stateI
15 261 1 1 .  .  .  .x s , with f x , 0 ) 0, f x , 0 - 0, and the subsystem S has a0 3 0 4 0 J7 7
37 80 2 2 .  .  .unique positive steady state x s , with f 0, x - 0, f 0, x ) 0,2 1 0 2 05 5
where
f x s f x , f x , f x , f x s r q Mx. .  .  .  .  . .1 2 3 4
w xThis system does not satisfy the conditions in 1, Theorem 3.6 , but it has a
 .globally asymptotically stable positive steady state 1, 3, 6, 1 in the interior
of the nonnegative orthant.
In this paper we shall pay attention to this situation. Using the idea of
w xSmith 1 , we shall present some sufficient conditions such that all species
w xcan persist uniformly. These results generalize Theorem 3.6 of Smith 1 .
Applying our general results, we can sharpen the result with the
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Lotka]Volterra system,
x s diag x r q Mx , x g Rn , r g Rn , .  .Ç q
and obtain sufficient conditions such that the two groups I and J can
coexist in a globally asymptotically stable steady state in the case where r
is not positive.
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section we will agree on some notation and establish some
conventions that will be employed throughout this work. In addition, the
main result will be stated.
n  n 4Let R s x g R : x G 0, 1 F i F n denote the nonnegative orthantq i
n  n 4and R s x g R : x ) 0, 1 F i F n denote its interior.q q i
In this paper one of the important notations is a cone. Recall that a
cone K in Rn is a nonempty closed subset of Rn with the properties
q  4R K ; K , K q K ; K and K l yK s 0 , .
where Rq is the set of nonnegative real numbers. If the partial order
 .relation is generated by a cone K, we write x F y x - y wheneverk K
 . n ny y x g K y y x g Int K . If x, y g R and K is a cone in R , we let
w x  n 4 nx, y s z g R : x F z F y . We drop the K if the cone is R . FixK K K q
k  nyk . 1 k 2 nyk1 F k F n. Then K s R = yR is a cone. Let x g R , x g R ;q q
 1 2 . nit is convenient to write x s x , x g R . Then x F y, where x sK
 1 2 .  1 2 . 1 1 2 2x , x , y s y , y implies x F y , x G y .
 . k  nyk .. kIf M is an n = n matrix such that M q lI R = yR ; R =q q q
 nyk .  .yR for sufficiently large l, then M must be of the structure 1.1 .q
 w x.We call such a matrix M a type K matrix in Smith's meaning see 1 , and
 .  .call such a system S a type K monotone system if Df x has a type K
structure.
 4  4  4Let N s 1, 2, . . . , n , I s 1, 2, . . . , k , and J s k q 1, . . . , n , where n
is the dimension of our Euclidean space Rn. If L, P are nonempty sets of
N such that L > I and P > J, then L s N y L and P s N y P denote
0their complementary sets in N. Hereafter, u, u, and u , etc., will always
aL 0represent vectors in aL-dimensional Euclidean space R ; ¨ , ¨ , and ¨ ,q
aL 0etc. in aL-dimensional Euclidean space P ; w, w, and w , etc.,q
aP 0 aP 1 2in R ; and z, z, and z , etc., in R . x , x will always representq q
k nyk  1 2 . n  .vectors in R and R , respectively. Then x s x , x g R , f x sq q q
  1 2 .  1 2 ..f x , x , f x , x .1 2
 4Without loss of generality, we may assume L s 1, 2, . . . , k, k q 1, . . . , l ,
 4  .k - l - n and P s n y p q 1, . . . , k q 1, . . . n , p ) n y k. Let x s u, ¨
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 .   .  ..  .and f x s f u, ¨ , f u, ¨ . Then we can rewrite the system S asL L
u s diag u f u , ¨ .  .Ç L aL aL, u g R , ¨ g R . S .q q 1 ¨ s diag ¨ f u , ¨ .  .Ç L
 .  .   .  ..Let x s z, w and f x s f z, w , f z, w . Then we can rewrite theP P
 .system S as
z s diag z f z , w .  .Ç P aP aP, z g R , w g R . S .q q 2 w s diag w f z , w .  .Ç P
 .  .Set ¨ s 0 and z s 0 in S and S , respectively; we obtain two1 2
subsystems,
u s diag u f u , 0 , u g RaL , S .  .  .Ç L q L
and
w s diag w f 0, w , w g RaP . S .  .  .Ç P q P
 .  .  .  .Because Df u, ¨ and Df z, w are type K matrices as in 1.1 , Df u, 0L
 .  .is a type K submatrix of Df u, ¨ , and Df 0, w is a type K submatrix of1 P 2
 . k  lyk . pqkyn  nyk .Df z, w , where K s R = yR and K s R = yR .1 q q 2 q q
 .  .  .  .We write f x for the unqiue solution x t of S satisfying x 0 s x,t
L . P  .  .  .  .  .and f u , f w are the unique solutions u t of S and w t of S ,t t L P
 .  .  L ..respectively, satisfying u 0 s u and w 0 s w. f u consists of compo-t I
 L .4 L .  P  ..nents f u of f u for all i g I; f w is defined similarly.t i t t J
nIt is also necessary to give the following useful definitions. x g R isq
 .  .  .said to be a steady state of S if F x s 0. Denote the v-limit set of f xt
as
v x s y g Rn : f x ª y , for some sequence t ª q` . .  . 4q t kk
The domain of attraction of a steady state x is the set of initial conditions
 .  4x for which v x s x . We say x is globally asymptotically stable with
respect to a set W if x is asymptotically stable and W belongs to the
domain of attraction of x.
Throughout this paper, denote the cardinality of L and P, respectively,
 . l nylas l s aL, p s aP. If x s u, ¨ , then u g R and ¨ g R . If x sq q
 . nyp p  1 2 . 1 kz, w , then z g R and w g R . If x s x , x , then x g R andq q q
x 2 g Rnyk.q
Our main results are as follows.
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0  .THEOREM 2.1. Assume that u is a positi¨ e steady state for S ,L
0 0 0 .  .  .f u , 0 ) 0 and w is a positi¨ e steady state for S , f 0, w ) 0. LetL P P
0 0 .  .  .0, w F u , 0 . Then there exist positi¨ e steady states x and x for S withÄK
the following properties:
0 0 .  .  . .1 0 - x, x F u , w , and x F x.Ä ÄI J K
 .  0 .  .2 If x ) 0 and x F x F u , 0 , then f x ª x as t ª q` .Ä ÄK K t
0 .  .If x ) 0 and 0, w F x F x, then f x ª x as t ª q` .K K t
0 0 .  .  .  . w x3 If x ) 0 and 0, w F x F u , 0 , then v x ; x, x .ÄK K K
0 0  .In addition, if u q K lies in the domain of attraction of u for S , and1 L
0 0  .  .  4w y K lies in the domain of attraction of w for S , then v x s x for2 P
 .  4  .all x ) 0 with x F x, v x s x for all x ) 0 with x G x, and v x ;Ä ÄK K
w xx, x for all x ) 0.Ä K
Applying Theorem 2.1, we can deduce a better result for the
Lotka]Volterra system:
x s diag x r q Mx , x g Rn , r g Rn , S .  .  .Ç q
under the assumption that M is stable the definition can be found in
.  .section 4 , and M is a type K matrix as in 1.1 .
 .THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the Lotka]Volterra system S satisfies the
following conditions.
 .  .1 There exists L ; N with L > I such that S has a positi¨ e steadyL
0 0 .state u and f u , 0 ) 0.L
 .  .2 There exists P ; N with P > J such that S has a positi¨ e steadyP
0 0 .state w and f 0, w ) 0.P
 .Then S has a unique positi¨ e steady state that is globally asymptotically
Çnstable relati¨ e to R .q
w xRemark 2.1. Theorem 3.6 in 1 is the special case where L s I, P s J
in Theorem 2.1.
1  .Remark 2.2. Let x be a positive steady state of S . In Theorem 2.1,0 I
0 1 .  .the condition f u , 0 ) 0 cannot guarantee that f x , 0 ) 0. This isL J 0
 1 .because for some j g J, it is possible that f x , 0 - 0. We can know thisj 0
 .fact from 1.2 .
 .Remark 2.3. Recall that the system S is permanent if there exist
 .  .constant numbers d , D ) 0 such that for every solution x t of S ,
 .  .d F lim inf x t F lim sup x t F D for all i g N. We noticet ªq` t ªq`
that under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, together with its additional
w xassumptions, the block x, x attracts all solutions with positive initialÄ K
 .data. Thus the system S is permanent.
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3. THE PROOF OF MAIN RESULT
It is useful to establish some preliminary results before giving the proof
of Theorem 2.1.
The fundamental tool used in this paper is the generalized Kamke
theorem. This theorem is extended in a natural way from cooperative
 w x.systems to type K monotone systems see 1, Theorem 2.4 .
 .  .THEOREM 3.1 Kamke Theorem . Assume that the system S is type K
 .  .  .monotone, and x t , y t are the solutions of S defined on a F t F b with
 .  .  .  . w xx a F y a . Then x t F y t for all t g a, b .K K
w xIn 1, p. 862 , Smith extended a criterion for the monotonicity of every
w xcomponent of a solution for a cooperative system given by Selgrade 5 to a
type K monotone system. Now we quote it here.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let the system S be a type K monotone system and let
 . n   .4f x G 0 for some x g R . Then f x is nondecreasing if i g I andK q t i
  .4f x is nonincreasing if j g J for all t G 0 for which the solution exists. At j
 .similar result holds if f x F 0.K
 .The existence of a steady state for S shall be related to the existence
 .  .of the steady states for S and S . This is reflected by the followingL P
proposition.
1 2 .PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume that x s x , x is a positi¨ e steady state of
l nyl nyp .  .  .S . Rewrite x s u, ¨ or x s z, w , where u g R , ¨ g R , z g R ,q q q
pw g R . Thenq
q .  .1 x q K l H is positi¨ ely in¨ariant and either has a nonnegati¨ eL
L .steady state or f u is unbounded for e¨ery u G u and t G 0.t K1
q .  .2 x y K l H is positi¨ ely in¨ariant and either has a nonnegati¨ eP
P  .steady state or f w is unbounded for e¨ery w F w and t G 0.t K 2
 .  .Proof. We only prove 1 , since 2 can be shown in a similar way.
Consider the subsystem
u s diag u f u , 0 , u g Rl . .  .Ç L q
 .  .Let x s u, ¨ . By the given condition, we have f u, ¨ s 0. If i g I ; L,L
 .  .  .then f u, 0 G f u, ¨ s 0 because ­ f u, ¨ r­ ¨ F 0. If j g J l L,i i i
 .  .  .then f u, 0 F f u, ¨ s 0, because ­ f u, ¨ r­ ¨ G 0. Thus we havej j j
k lyk .  .   .4f u, 0 G 0, where K s R = yR . By Theorem 3.2, f u, 0 isL K 1 q q t i1
  .4nondecreasing for i g I and f u, 0 is nonincreasing for j g J l L.t j
L L  ..  .   . 4Let f u, 0 s f u . Therefore either f u : t G 0 is unboundedt L t t
L 0  .4or f u converges to a nonnegative steady state u G u as t tends tot K1
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0 0 .  .  .infinity. Obviously, u , 0 G u, ¨ s x; this implies that u , 0 g x q K.K
0 q 0 q L L .  .  .  .  .Since u , 0 g H , u , 0 g x q K l H . Because f u G f uL L t K t1
L L .  .holds for every u G u, f u is unbounded for t G 0 if f u isK t t1
unbounded.
  .4 qBecause x s 0 for p f L, f x ' 0 holds, H is invariant.p t p L
 .If x G x, then f x G x for all t ) 0 by Theorem 3.1, that is,K t K
 .f x g x q K for t G 0. This implies that x q K is positively invariant.t
q .Therefore, x q K l H is also positively invariant.L
The proposition will be used in the proof of our main result.
 1 2 .  .  . nPROPOSITION 3.4. Let x s x , x s u, ¨ s z, w g R . Thenq
f x F f L u , f P w for t G 0. .  .  . .  . .t t tI J
 . l nyl  .  .Proof. Let x s u, ¨ , where u g R , ¨ g R . Then u, ¨ F u, 0 .q q K
By Theorem 3.1,
f x F f u , 0 s f L u , 0 .  .  . .t K t t
s f L u , f L u , 0 for t G 0. .  . .  . .LrIt tI
Thus for t G 0,
f x F f L u . 3.1 .  .  . .  .t tI I
 . nyp p  .Similarly, let x s z, w , where z g R , w g R . Then z, w Gq q K
 .0, w and
f x G f 0, w s 0, f P w .  .  . .t K t t
s 0, f P w , f P w for t G 0. .  . .  . .PrJt t J
Hence for t G 0,
f x F f P w . 3.2 .  .  . .  .t tJ J
 .  .From 3.1 and 3.2 , we derive that
f x F f L u , f P w for t G 0. .  .  . .  . .t t tI J
Proposition 3.3 provides some relation between a positive steady state x
 . 0  . 0  .for S and nonnegative steady states u for S and w for S . HenceL P
 .to prove the existence of a nonnegative steady state S , it is natural to
0  . 0  .suppose the existence of positive steady states u for S and w for S .L P
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0  .LEMMA 3.5. Assume that w is a positi¨ e steady state for S andP
0 0 0 0 .  .  .  .f 0, w ) 0, and u is a positi¨ e steady state for S . Let 0, w F u , 0 .P L K
1 2 .  .Then there is a steady state x s x , x for S with the following properties:
0 0 .  .  .1 0, w F x F u , 0 and x ) 0 for i g I.K K i
0 .  .  .2 If x ) 0, 0, w F x F x, then f x ª x as t ª q` .K K t
 .  . 0 kqpyn  nyk .3 x s z, w ) 0, w G w , where K s R = yR , thenK 2 q q2
 .v x ; x q K.
0 .  .4 If f u , 0 ) 0 for some j g L, then x ) 0.j j
0 .  .Proof. 1 By the continuity of f , f 0, w ) 0 implies thatP
0 .f z, w ) 0 for sufficiently small z ) 0, where P ; I. For i g I l P,P
 0.  0.  .f z, w G f 0, w s 0, because ­ f z, w r­ z G 0, and for j g J,i i i
 0.  0.  .  0.f z, w F f 0, w s 0, because ­ f z, w r­ z F 0. Hence f z, w G 0j j j K
for z sufficiently small. By Theorem 3.2, for sufficiently small z ) 0,
  0.4   0.4f z, w is nondecreasing in t G 0 for i g I and f z, w is nonin-t i t j
creasing in t G 0 for j g J.
 0.  0 .  0.  0.  0 .Since 0, w F u , 0 , we have 0, w F z, w F u , 0 for suffi-K K K
 0.  0.  0 .ciently small z ) 0. By Theorem 3.1, 0, w F f z, w F u , 0 forK t K
 0.  0.all t G 0. Hence f z, w is bounded. Consequently, f z, w convergest t
0 0 1 .  .to x as t ª q` , and 0, w F x F u , 0 . It is clear that x GK K
 0.4z, w ) 0.I
0 .  .2 If x ) 0, 0, w F x F x, then there exists sufficiently smallK K
0 0 .  .  .z ) 0 such that z, w F x F x and f z, w F f x F x. BecauseK K t K t K
0 .  .  .f z, w ª x as t ª q` by the proof of 1 , f x ª x as t ª q` .t t
 .  . 0 03 Let x s z, w ) 0. Since w G w , we fix a sufficiently small zK 20  .  0 0.  .  0 0.such that z G z . Then x s z, w G z , w and f z, w G f z , wK t K t
0 0 .  4  .for t ) 0. We have v x G x for f z , w ª x as t ª q` . ThisK t
 .means that v x ; x q K.
0 0 .  .  .4 Suppose that f u , 0 ) 0 for some j g L. Let x s u, ¨ . If u F uj K1
0 .  .and ¨ G 0 with ¨ s 0, then f u, ¨ G f u , 0 ) 0 for j g L. Let x sj j j
0 0 0 .  .  .  .u, ¨ . Since 0, w F u, ¨ F u , 0 , u F u .K K K1
0 .  .  .If x s ¨ s 0 for some j g L, then f x s f u, ¨ G f u , 0 ) 0 forj j j j j
0 0 .  .j g L. Let u s z,) and u s z , ) , where ) denotes other com-
ponents of u and u0. Then for fixed sufficiently small z ) 0, we find that
0 0 .  .   ..f z, w ª x as t ª q` . Since f x ) 0, f f z, w ) 0 for larget j j t
  .4enough t. But as t ª q` , f z, w ª x s 0, which is a contradiction. Ast j j
a result, x ) 0. The proof is completed.j
0 .Remark 3.1. If the condition f 0, w ) 0 in Lemma 3.5 is replacedP
0 0 .  .by f u , 0 ) 0, there are similar conclusions. If f u , 0 ) 0 andL L
0 .f 0, w ) 0 hold symmetrically, we obtain our main result, Theorem 2.1.P
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 .Before proving our main result, we again stress that x s u, ¨ with
l nyl  . nyp pu g R , ¨ g R and x s z, w with z g R , w g R , if necessary.q q q q
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. 1 By Lemma 3.5, for sufficiently small z ) 0,
0 .f z, w ª x as t tends to infinity, andt
1x ) 0. 3.3 .
 0.  0 .  0 .Similarly, fix sufficiently small ¨ such that 0, w F u , ¨ F u , 0 ;K K
 0.  0 .  0 .  0 .then 0, w F f u , ¨ F u , 0 for all t G 0. Hence f u , ¨ ª x asÄK t K t
 0.  0 .t ª q` , 0, w F x F u , 0 , andÄK
x 2 G u0 , ¨ ) 0. 3.4 4 .  .Ä J
 0.  0 .Let z ) 0, ¨ ) 0 be small enough such that z, w F u , ¨ . ThenK
0 0 1 2 1 2 .  .  .  .f z, w F f u , ¨ for t ) 0. So x F x, namely, x , x F x , x .Ä Ä Ät K t K K
This means that
1 1 2 2x G x ) 0, x G x ) 0. 3.5 .Ä Ä
 .  .  .Combining 3.3 , 3.4 , and 3.5 , we conclude that x ) 0 and x ) 0.Ä
 .  .  .By Proposition 3.4, for x s u, ¨ s z, w and t ) 0, f x Ft
 L ..  P  .. .f u , f w holds. Then for t G 0,t I t J
f z , w0 F f L u , f P w0 .  .  . .  . .t t tI J
and
f u0 , ¨ F f L u0 , f P w . .  .  . . . .t t t JI
2 0 1 0 .  .By a limit process, this derives x F w and x F u . It follows fromÄJ I
1 1 0 2 2 0 .  .  .3.5 that x F x F u and x F x F w . Therefore, 0 - x, x FÄ Ä ÄI J
 0.  0. .u , w .I J
 .2 It follows from Lemma 3.5 and Remark 3.1 that if x ) 0 and
0 0 .  .  .0, w F x F x, then f x ª x as t ª q` , and x F x F u , 0 ,ÄK K t K K
 .f x ª x as t ª q` .Ät
 .  . 0  .3 Let x s z, w ) 0 with w G w . Then from 3 of Lemma 3.5,K 2 0 .  .  .v x ; x q K. Similarly, if x s u, ¨ ) 0 with u F u , then v x ;K1
x y K.Ä
 0.  0 . 0If x ) 0 and 0, w F x F u , 0 , then u F u by rewriting x toK K K1
 .be x s u, ¨ . This yields
v x ; x y K . 3.6 .  .Ä
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On the other hand, we have
v x ; x q K 3.7 .  .
 . 0  .  .if x is rewritten to be x s z, w with w G w . Combining 3.6 and 3.7 ,K 2
 . w xwe get v x ; x, x .Ä K
In addition, for x ) 0, we choose w g w0 y K , u g u0 q K , such that2 1
0, w F x F u , 0 . .  .K K
 P  ..  .  L . .By Theorem 3.1, 0, f w F f x F f u , 0 for t G 0. This yieldst K t K t
 0.  .  0 .0, w F v x F u , 0 .K K
 .  0.  .  0 .Let x ) 0, y g v x . Since 0, w F v x F u , 0 , we have y GK K i
0w ) 0 for i g P l I. We claim that y ) 0 for all i g P ; I.i i
  .4If contrary, denote i g P such that y s 0. Then f x ª 0 for0 i t i0 k 0
0 1 .  .some t ª q` . Since f 0, w ) 0, by the continuity of f , f 0, w ) 0k P P
1 0 1  .for w F w and w ) 0. The monotonicity of f implies that f 0, w ) 0K P2
for w G w1 and w ) 0. Again from the continuity of f , there exists someK 2 1 .  .z ) 0 such that f z, w ) 0, that is, f z, w ) 0 for every i g P, w G wÃ Ã ÃP i K 2
and w ) 0. Without loss of generality, we may fix some sufficiently large
 .  . 1k such that f x s x s z, w with w G w and w ) 0. It follows fromÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã0 t Kk 20 .   .4f x ) 0 that f x G x ) 0 for t G 0. It implies thatÃ Ã Ãi t i i0 0 0
  .4   .4f x G x ) 0 for t G 0, which contradicts f x ª 0 for someÃtq t i i t ik 0 0 k 00
t ª q` . This proves the claim.k
Similarly, we can prove y ) 0 for all j g J. Therefore y ) 0 for everyj
Çn .  .y g v x , namely, v x ; R .q
 . w xLater we will conclude that v x ; x, x for x ) 0. In fact, for everyÄ K
 0.  .  0 .  .   . .x ) 0, 0, w F v x F u , 0 and v x ) 0 ; y g v x , y ) 0 hold.K K
 0.  .  0 .We can fix a sufficiently large t such that 0, w F f x F u , 00 K t K0
 .  .  0.  0 .and f x ) 0. Let x s f x . Since x ) 0 and 0, w F x F u , 0 ,Ã Ã Ãt t K K0 0
 0.  0 .there exist sufficiently small z, ¨ such that z, w F x F u , ¨ . ItÃK K
 0.  .  0 .follows that f z, w F f x F f u , ¨ by Theorem 3.1. This de-Ãt K t K t
 .  .  .  . w xduces x F v x F x. But v x s v x . Hence, v x ; x, x forÄ Ã ÄK K K
 .  4  . w x  .  4x ) 0. If x F x, then v x F x and v x ; x, x . So v x s x .ÄK K K
 .  4  . w x  .  4x G x implies v x G x and v x ; x, x . Hence v x s x . TheÄ Ä Ä ÄK K K
proof is completed.
4. LOTKA]VOLTERRA SYSTEMS
Consider the Lotka]Volterra system
x s diag x r q Mx , x g Rn , r g Rn , S .  .  .Ç q
 .where M is a type K matrix as in 1.1 .
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One of the most interesting problems concerning the Lotka]Volterra
system is whether the two groups I and J can coexist in a globally
w xasymptotically stable steady state. This problem was studied in 1, 4 .
w x  wFor such system, Smith 1 gave the following result see 1,
x.Theorem 4.1 .
 . 1SMITH'S THEOREM. If S has a positi¨ e steady state x that is unstableI 0
nyk   1 . .  . 2to R that is, f x , 0 ) 0 and S has a positi¨ e steady state x that isq J 0 J 0
k   2 . . 1 2unstable to R that is, f 0, x ) 0 , then r ) 0, r ) 0, and the systemq I 0
 .S has a unique steady state x that is globally asymptotically stable with
Çnrespect to R .q
w x  .In 4 , Takeuchi and Adachi proved that if M is stable, then S has a
unique nonnegative steady state x with x s 0 for q g Q and x ) 0 forq r
r g N y Q, which attracts all solutions with initial conditions in x g
n 4R : x ) 0, for r g N y Q . They also proved that x is globally asymptoti-q r
 n 4cally stable relative to x g R : x ) 0, for r g N y Q if and only ifq r
n
r q m x F 0 for all q g Q.q q jj
js1
Therefore, to give the conditions that guarantee that the Lotka]
ÇnVolterra system has a globally asymptotically stable steady state in R , itq
is natural to assume that M is stable, that is, the principal minors of Mq
alternate in sign as follows:
q qa . . . a11 1k
. .k . .y1 ) 0, 1 F k F n , . . .
q qa . . . ak1 k k
q < < qwhere a s a for i / j and a s a . Under this assumption, the ex-i j i j i i i i
istence of a positive steady state for the Lotka]Volterra system implies its
Çnglobal stability in R . Theorem 2.2 just gives the existence of such aq
steady state.
To apply Theorem 2.1 to Theorem 2.2, we only want to prove that
 0.  0 .Theorem 2.2 satisfies the condition 0, w F u , 0 .K
Çp 0 .Indeed, we choose w in R such that w s w for i g P l I, w isq i i j
sufficiently large for j g J ; P, and z g Rnyp such that z s 0 for i gq i
lÇP ; I. Similarly, choose u in R such that u is sufficiently largeq i
 0. ny lfor i g I ; L, u s u for j g L l J, and ¨ g R such that ¨ s 0 forj j q j
j g L ; J.
 .  .  .  .Let x s z, w and y s u, ¨ ; then x F y. Thus, f x F f y forK t K t
 P  ..  L . . 0t G 0, that is, 0, f w F f u , 0 . Since w is globally asymptoticallyt K t
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Çp 0stable relative to R and u is globally asymptotically stable relative toq
ÇlR , thenq
0, f P w ª 0, w0 as t ª q` , .  . .t
and
f L u , 0 ª u0 , 0 as t ª q` . .  . .t
 0.  0 .Hence 0, w F u , 0 .K
 .Smith's result cannot be applied to the system 1.2 in the Introduction,
but our Theorem 2.2 can.
 4  .In fact, set L s 1, 2, 3 ; then the subsystem S isL
u s diag u r L q M u , u g R3 , S .  .Ç  .L q L
where
y18 12 y1 y6
LM s and r s .12 y36 y1 108L  /  /y3 y1 y12 60
 .S has a unique positive steady stateL
1699 3387 4188
0u s , , /979 979 979
0 .and f u , 0 s 10770r979 ) 0.L
 4Set P s 2, 3, 4 . The subsystem is as
w s diag w r P q M w , w g R3 , S .  .Ç  .P q P
where
y36 y1 y6 108
PM s and r s .y1 y12 18 60P  /  /y1 6 y24 y6
 . 0  .S has a unique positive steady state w s 546r211, 1434r211, 283r211P
0 .  .and f 0, w s 2154r211 ) 0. By Theorem 2.2, S has a globally asymp-P
 .totically stable positive steady state. By calculation it is 1, 3, 6, 1 .
We conjecture that the conditions presented in Theorem 2.2 are suffi-
cient and necessary ones for a type K Lotka]Volterra system to have a
globally asymptotically stable positive steady state in the positive orthant;
 .that is, if S has a globally asymptotically stable positive steady state,
 .  .then there exist two index subsets L, P ; N that satisfy 1 and 2 of
Theorem 2.2.
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